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In this paper, we make a comparative study of the effectiveness of ensemble technique for
sentiment classification. The ensemble framework is applied to sentiment classification
tasks, with the aim of efficiently integrating different feature sets and classification algo-
rithms to synthesize a more accurate classification procedure. First, two types of feature
sets are designed for sentiment classification, namely the part-of-speech based feature sets
and the word-relation based feature sets. Second, three well-known text classification
algorithms, namely naı̈ve Bayes, maximum entropy and support vector machines, are
employed as base-classifiers for each of the feature sets. Third, three types of ensemble
methods, namely the fixed combination, weighted combination and meta-classifier combi-
nation, are evaluated for three ensemble strategies. A wide range of comparative experi-
ments are conducted on five widely-used datasets in sentiment classification. Finally,
some in-depth discussion is presented and conclusions are drawn about the effectiveness
of ensemble technique for sentiment classification.

� 2010 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Text classification has been one of the key tools to automatically handle and organize text information for decades. In
recent years, with more and more subjective information appearing on the internet, sentiment classification [21,29], as a
special case of text classification for subjective texts, is becoming a hotspot in many research fields, including natural lan-
guage processing (NLP), data mining (DM) and information retrieval (IR).

The dominant techniques in sentiment classification generally follow traditional topical text classification approaches,
where a document is regarded as a bag of words (BOW), mapped into a feature vector, and then classified by machine learning
techniques such as naı̈ve Bayes (NB) [19], maximum entropy (ME) [27], or support vector machines (SVM) [14]. The effective-
ness of machine learning techniques when applied to sentiment classification tasks is evaluated in the pioneering research by
Pang et al. [30]. The experimental results on the movie-review dataset produced via NB, ME, and SVM are substantially better
than those results obtained through human generated baselines. But their performance is not as remarkable as when they are
used in topical text classification. The main reason may be that traditional BOW does not capture word order information,
syntactic structures and semantic relationships between words, which are essential attributes for sentiment analysis. There-
fore, various kinds of feature sets, such as part-of-speech (POS) based features [12], higher-order n-grams [5,15,30], word
pairs and dependency relations [5,10,15,36], have been exploited to improve sentiment classification performance.

Previous work, however, mostly focuses on joint features while ignoring an efficient integration of different types of fea-
tures to enhance the sentiment classification performance. On one hand, among different classification algorithms, which
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one performs consistently better than the others remains a matter of some debate. On the other hand, different types of fea-
tures have distinct distributions, and therefore would probably vary in performance between different machine learning
algorithms. For example, it is reported in [30] that on the movie dataset, SVM performs the best, ME maintains an average,
and NB tends to do the worst on unigram features; while the outcome is the reversed for bigrams. This is possibly due to the
relevance between bigrams being lower than between unigrams. Moreover, the performance of classification algorithms is
also domain-dependent. For instance, subsequent literature [4] shows that, using the same unigram features, NB performs
better than SVM on datasets other than movie reviews.

We therefore intuitively seek to integrate different types of features and classification algorithms in an efficient way in
order to overcome their individual drawbacks and benefit from each other’s merits, and finally enhance the sentiment clas-
sification performance.

The ensemble technique, which combines the outputs of several base classification models to form an integrated output,
has become an effective classification method for many domains [13,17]. In topical text classification, several researchers
have achieved improvements in classification accuracy via the ensemble technique. In the early work [18], a combination
of different classification algorithms (k-NN, Relevance feedback and Bayesian classifier) produces better results than any sin-
gle type of classifier. Literature [6] makes a comparison of several ensemble methods for text categorization, which inves-
tigates six homogeneous ensemble methods (k-fold partitioning, bagging, boost, biased k-partitioning, biased k-fold
partition, and biased clustering). In the field of sentiment classification, however, related works are very rare and no exten-
sive evaluation has been carried out. Literature [38] proposes four ensemble algorithms (bagging, boosting, random sub-
space, and bagging random subspaces) using SVM as the base classifier and reports that ensemble of random subspaces
can increase classification accuracy and the bagging subspaces model has the highest accuracies. In [20], different classifiers
are generated through training with different sets of features, then component classifiers are selected and combined using
several fixed combination rules. Experimental results show that all of the combination approaches can outperform individ-
ual classifiers and the sum rule achieves the best performance.

In this paper, we aim to make an intensive study of the effectiveness of ensemble techniques for sentiment classification
tasks. Rather than an ensemble of different data re-sampling methods (e.g. bagging and boosting), we focus on ensemble of
feature sets and classification algorithms. We design two schemes of feature sets that are particular to sentiment analysis:
one is part-of-speech (POS) based and the other is word-relation (WR) based. For each scheme, we utilize NB, ME, and SVM as
the base-classifiers to predict classification scores. In the ensemble stage, we apply three types of ensemble method (fixed
combination, weighted combination, and meta-classifier combination) with three ensemble strategies (ensemble of feature
sets, ensemble of classification algorithms, and ensemble of both feature sets and classification algorithms). A wide range of
comparative experiments are conducted on five datasets widely used in sentiment classification. We seek answers based on
empirical evidence to the following questions:

(1) What are the strengths and weaknesses of existing feature sets and classification algorithms when applied to the task
of sentiment classification?

(2) Can the performance of a sentiment classification system benefit from the ensemble technique? To what extent can
each of the three ensemble strategies improve the system performance?

(3) Among various combination methods, which one can be selected as the winner across all settings and datasets? Are
there any guidelines to help choose the best from these methods?

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sections 2 and 3 review traditional sentiment feature engineering and
classification algorithms, respectively. In Section 4, we describe two schemes of feature sets and present the ensemble
framework for sentiment classification. Experimental results are presented and analyzed in Section 5. In Section 6, we make
in-depth discussion and answer the above three questions. Section 7 draws conclusions and outlines directions for future
work.
2. Feature engineering

The text representation method dominating the literature is known as the BOW framework. In this framework, a docu-
ment is considered as a bag of words and represented by a feature vector containing all the words appearing in the corpus.
Although BOW is simple and quite efficient in text classification, a great deal of the information from the original document
is discarded, word order is disrupted, and syntactic structures are broken. Therefore, sophisticated feature extraction meth-
ods with a deeper understanding of the documents are required for sentiment classification tasks. Instead of using a bag of
words (unigrams), alternative ways to represent text, including POS based features, higher-order n-grams, and word depen-
dency relations are presented in the literature.
2.1. Part-of-speech information

POS information is supposed to be a significant indicator of sentiment expression. The work on subjectivity detection [12]
reveals a high correlation between the presence of adjectives and sentence subjectivity, yet this should not be taken to mean
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that other POS tags do not contribute to subjective expression. Indeed, in the study [30], the experimental results show that
using only adjectives as features actually results in much worse performance than using the same number of most frequent
unigrams. Other researchers point out that adjectives and adverbs are better than adjectives alone and certain verbs and
nouns are also strong indicators of sentiment [1,35].

2.2. Word relation features

With the attempt to capture the word relation information behind the text, word relation (WR) features, such as higher-
order n-grams and word dependency relations, have been widely employed in text representation [5,10,15,23,36,40].

Higher order n-grams are features that have gained ground in the field of NLP. Bigrams and trigrams are widely used as
features in text classification and sentiment classification for their capacity to encode the word order information [5,30].
There have also been attempts at incorporating syntactic relations between words [5,10]. As a structured representation,
a dependency parsing tree expresses the dependency relation between words in the sentence by child-parent relations of
nodes. The dependency parsing tree of the sentence ‘‘I definitely recommend this film.’’ is demonstrated in Fig. 1. A straight-
forward method for extracting dependency relations is simply using pairs of dependent words (for example, ‘‘recommend
film’’) as features. It is believed that these features, to some extent, encode word order information and long-range depen-
dency relations, and therefore are helpful to sentiment classification.

However, in most of the literature, the performance of individual WR features is poor, even inferior to the traditional uni-
grams. For example, it is reported that unigrams outperform bigrams [30], and individual dependency relation features are
also shown inferior to unigrams [10]. For this reason, WR are commonly used as extra features, in addition to unigrams, to
encode more word order and word relation information. Even so, the performance of joint features is still far from satisfac-
tory [5,10,15].

2.3. Feature weighting

In topical text classification, term frequency – inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) weighting has gained great success,
but in sentiment classification, Pang et al. [30] points out while a topic is more likely to be emphasized by frequent occur-
rences of certain keywords, overall sentiment may not usually be highlighted through repeated use of the same terms. In
their experiment, better performance is obtained using presence rather than frequency, that is, binary-valued feature vectors
in which the entries merely indicate whether a term occurs or not formed a more effective basis for review polarity classi-
fication. In the following literature, presence has been confirmed as the most effective feature weighting method and it is
therefore most-frequently used in sentiment classification.

3. Classification algorithms

Machine learning techniques like naı̈ve Bayes (NB), maximum entropy (ME), and support vector machines (SVM) have
achieved great success in text categorization. For sentiment classification task, the feasibility of these classifiers is proved
by Pang et al. [30]. In their experiment on the movie review dataset, the results of NB, ME, and SVM are substantially better
than the results obtained through human generated baselines.

3.1. Naı̈ve Bayes

In the BOW framework, a document x is represented by [w1, . . . ,wm] where wk denotes the kth word appearing in the
document. Naı̈ve Bayes assumes that words are mutually independent. Under this assumption, the conditional probabilities
can be simplified as
PðxjyjÞ ¼ Pð½w1; . . . ;wm�jyjÞ �
Ym
k¼1

PðwkjyjÞ: ð1Þ
The naı̈ve Bayes decision can be described as
Fig. 1. A demonstration of dependency parsing tree.
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x� ¼ arg max
j¼1;...;c

Ym
k¼1

PðwkjyjÞPðyjÞ: ð2Þ
The probabilities P(wkjyj) and P(yj) can simply be estimated by maximum likelihood. Moreover, Laplace smoothing is nec-
essary in order to prevent infrequently occurring words from being zero probabilities.
3.2. Maximum entropy

The maximum entropy (ME) classifier estimates the conditional distribution of the class label y given a document x using
the form of an exponential family with one weight for each constraint:
PkðyjxÞ ¼
1

ZðxÞ exp
X

i

kifiðx; yÞ
( )

; ð3Þ
where Z(x) is a normalization factor, fi(x,y) is a feature function defined as
fiðx; yÞ ¼
1; x ¼ xi and y ¼ yi;

0; other;

�
ð4Þ
and ki is the weight coefficient.
The model with maximum entropy is the one in the parametric family Pk(yjx) that maximizes the likelihood. Numerical

methods such as iterative scaling and quasi-Newton optimization are usually employed to solve the optimization problem.
3.3. Support vector machines

As a discriminative model, SVM uses g(x) = wT/(x) + b as the discriminant function, where w is the weights vector, b is the
bias, and /(�) denotes nonlinear mapping from input space to high-dimensional feature space. The parameters w and b are
learned automatically on the training dataset following the principle of maximized margin by
min
1
2

wT wþ C
XN

i¼1

ni

s:t:
yigðxiÞP 1� ni;

ni P 0; i ¼ 1; . . . ;N;

� ð5Þ
where ni denotes the slack variables and C is the penalty coefficient. Instead of solving this problem directly, it is converted to
an equivalent quadratic optimization problem by Lagrange multipliers.

The training sample ~xi; yið Þ is called a support vector when satisfying the Lagrange multiplier ai > 0. By introducing kernel
function, the discriminant function can be represented as
gðxÞ ¼
XeN
i¼1

aiyiK ~xi;xð Þ: ð6Þ
Due to the dimension of feature space is quite large in text classification tasks, the classification problem is always lin-
early separable [39], therefore linear kernel is commonly used.
4. The ensemble model

4.1. Model formulation

The pursuit of ensemble has been motivated by the intuition that an appropriate integration of different participants
might leverage distinct strengths. In multiple classifier combination, the scores generated by contributing classifiers on com-
ponent feature sets are taken as inputs to the combination function. Assuming that we combine D component models for a C-
class classification task, the ensemble model can be formulated as
OjðxÞ ¼ F

o11ðx1Þ; . . . o1jðx1Þ; . . . ; o1Cðx1Þ
. . .

oD1ðxDÞ; . . . ; oDjðxDÞ; . . . ; oDCðxDÞ

0B@
1CA; ð7Þ
where okj(xk) is the predicted score of classification model k for class j and F(�) indicates the combining function. The ensemble
components can be generated by different classification algorithms on different feature sets.



Table 1
The categorization of POS-based feature sets.

Component feature sets Included POSs

POS-1 JJ, JJS, JJR, RB, RBR, RBS
POS-2 VB, VBZ, VBD, VBN, VBP, VBG, MD
POS-3 NN, NNS

Here the POS tags use the style of Penn Treebank.a JJ, RB, VB and NN, respectively, denote adjectives, adverbs,
verbs and nouns. POS tags at different tenses are also included. For example, JJR denotes comparative
adjective, JJS denotes superlative adjective, VBZ denotes the 3SG form of verb, NNS denotes the plural noun,
etc.

a http://www.cis.upenn.edu/�treebank/.
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4.2. Two schemes of component feature sets

We design two schemes of feature sets for sentiment classification. The first is called ‘‘POS-based feature sets’’ and the
second is ‘‘WR-based feature set’’.
4.2.1. POS-based feature sets
According to the content of sentiment information, unigrams are divided into three groups in the first scheme: POS-1

comprises adjectives and adverbs, POS-2 includes verbs, and nouns are categorized into POS-3. The detailed categorization
of POS-based feature sets is shown in Table 1. POS-1 is considered to be the most relevant feature subset to sentiment clas-
sification, POS-2 is in second place, and POS-3 ranks the third. The other types of POS tags are abandoned as they are sup-
posed to carry a significant amount of noise rather than useful information.
4.2.2. WR-based feature sets
In WR-based feature sets, in addition to unigrams, bigrams and dependency parsing pairs are also employed as extra fea-

tures. They represent a single word, word order information, and the long-distance word dependencies, respectively. Taking
the sentence in Fig. 1 for example, the WR-based feature sets are illustrated in Table 2. Since the three kinds of features de-
scribe different relationships between words, we believe that they all contain some particular information to sentiment
analysis.
4.3. Component classification algorithms and output normalization

NB, ME, and SVM are used as component classification models in the ensemble system. OpenPR-NB1 is used as the naı̈ve
Bayes classifier in our experiments. OpenPR-NB is a C++ implementation of naive Bayes Classifier based on the multinomial
event model [24] and Laplace smoothing. The tool of LIBSVM2 is chosen as the SVM classifier in our experiments. The parameter
of kernel function is set to be linear kernel and the penalty parameter is set to one. The Maximum Entropy Toolkit3 is chosen as
our ME classifier, where L-BFGS is chosen for optimization. We use presence feature weighting in all of the three classifiers.

When evaluating the degree of decision confidence of different classifiers, the outputs should be transformed to an uni-
form measure. Generally, the score level output (e.g. the posterior probability, or joint probability) contains richer informa-
tion than the class labels or ranks, and is thus preferred [22]. In NB model, in order to prevent overflow in computing the
products of conditional probabilities, the logarithmic form is usually taken:
1 http
2 http
3 http
x� ¼ arg max
j¼1;...;C

logðPðx; y ¼ jÞÞ ¼ arg max
j¼1;...;C

Xm

k¼1

logðPðwkjy ¼ jÞPðy ¼ jÞÞ: ð8Þ
Using oj to denote the output belonging to class j : oj ¼ log pðxjy ¼ jÞPðy ¼ jÞ, the posterior probabilities can be obtained by
Pðy ¼ jjxÞ ¼ Pðx; y ¼ jÞ
PðxÞ ¼ expfojgPc

~j¼1 expfo~jg
¼ 1

1þ
P

~j–j expfo~j � ojg
; ð9Þ
which has the same form as ME. Indeed, in the terminology of [26,37], NB and ME form a generative–discriminative pair. The
outputs of SVM also need to be re-functioned to approximate the posterior probabilities. In our experiments, we apply the
Platt’s probabilistic outputs [31] which has been implemented in LIBSVM.
://www.openpr.org.cn
://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/�cjlin/libsvm
://homepages.inf.ed.ac.uk/lzhang10/maxent_toolkit.html
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http://homepages.inf.ed.ac.uk/lzhang10/maxent_toolkit.html


Table 2
A demonstration of WR-based feature sets.

WR type WR-based feature sets

Unigrams i, definitely, recommend, this, film
Bigrams i_definitely, definitely_recommend, recommend_this, this_film, film_.
Dependencies i_recommend, definitely_recommend, this_film, film_recommend, ._recommend

Unigrams, Bigrams and Dependencies, respectively, denote unigrams, bigrams and dependency relation features.
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4.4. Ensemble methods

The ensemble methods are usually categorized into two types, i.e., fixed rules and trained methods [22]. Fixed rules com-
bine the individual outputs in a fixed manner, such as the sum rule and voting rule; whereas trained methods, including the
weighted combination and meta-classifier, combine outputs via training on a validation dataset.

4.4.1. Fixed rules
The common rules for fixed combination include voting rule, sum rule, max rule, and product rule [17]. The voting rule

counts the predictions of component classifiers and then assigns test sample x to class i with the most component
predictions
Oj ¼
XD

k¼1

I arg max
j
ðokjÞ ¼ j

 !
; ð10Þ
where I(�) means the indicator function.
The sum rule combines component outputs by
Oj ¼
XD

k¼1

okj; ð11Þ
which is equivalent to the averaging of outputs over classifiers (average rule). It was reported in [17] that the sum rule out-
performs other rules because of its resilience to estimation errors.

4.4.2. Meta-classifier
For combination using a meta-classifier, the outputs for all the class labels of component classifiers are viewed as new

features for meta-learning. Among the various kinds of classification models, linear regression is most recommended.
We map the F = D � C outputs of base classifiers into a feature vector and represent it by
x̂ ¼ x̂1; . . . ; x̂l; . . . ; x̂F½ � ¼ ½o11; . . . ; o1C ; . . . ; ok1; . . . ; okj; . . . ; okC ; . . . ; oD1; . . . ; oDC �; ð12Þ
and then the linear regression model can be formulated as
Oj ¼ gðx̂Þ ¼ wT
j x̂þ bj ¼

XF

l¼1

wljx̂l þ bj; ð13Þ
where wj is a F-dimensional weight vector for class j, and bj is the bias.
The weights and biases can be adjusted by optimizing the cost function J of certain criteria: typically, least mean square

(LMS) [3], cross entropy (CE) [11], and minimal classification error (MCE) [16].
Letting x̂i and yi, respectively, denote the ith meta-sample and its class label, and the cost function of LMS and CE can be

defined as
Jlms ¼
1

2N

XN

i¼1

XC

j¼1

Iðyi ¼ jÞ � fj x̂ið Þ
� �2

; ð14Þ

Jce ¼ �
1
N

XN

i¼1

XC

j¼1

Iðyi ¼ jÞ log fj x̂ið Þ þ Iðyi – jÞ log 1� fj x̂ið Þ
� �� �

; ð15Þ
where a sigmoid function d(�) is applied to Eq. (13) to make the cost function differentiable:
fjðx̂Þ ¼ d wT
j x̂þ b

	 

¼ 1

1þ exp � wT
j x̂þ b

	 
n o : ð16Þ
The MCE criterion proposed in [16] is supposed to be more relevant to the classification error than LMS and CE. In their ap-
proach, the misclassification measure of a pattern is defined by
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dj x̂ið Þ ¼ �gyi
x̂ið Þ þ log

1
C � 1

X
h–j

exp ggh x̂ið Þð Þ
" #1=g

: ð17Þ
When g ? +1, the misclassification measure is simplified as dj x̂ið Þ ¼ �gyi
x̂ið Þ þmaxh–jgk x̂ið Þ and the MCE cost function is

then given by
Jmce ¼
1
N

XN

i¼1

XC

j¼1

Iðyi ¼ jÞd dj x̂ið Þ þ a
� �

: ð18Þ
We also consider the single-layer perceptron model for meta-learning. Similar to the criteria for linear regression, the per-
ceptron criterion function in multi-class case is given by
Jp ¼
1
N

XN

i¼1

max
j¼1;...;C

gj x̂ið Þ � gyi
x̂ið Þ

� �
: ð19Þ
For all of the above criteria, we use stochastic gradient descent (SGD) for optimization. Compared to standard gradient
descent, SGD is much faster and more efficient, especially for large datasets. SGD uses approximate gradients estimated from
subsets of the training data and updates the parameters in an online manner:
wmnðkþ 1Þ ¼ wmnðkÞ � gðkÞ @J
@wmn

: ð20Þ
When using SGD for optimization, the convergence of perceptron is very fast, but not especially robust; so we employ aver-
aged perceptron – a variation of perceptron that averages weights of all iterations [8] – to improve the generalization per-
formance. In the remainder of this paper, Averaged perceptron will be called AveP for short.

Besides linear regression, some other classification algorithms are also adopted in our experiments, such as linear SVM
and logistic regression. Linear SVM also uses formula (13) as the discriminant function, but the weights are trained based
on the principle that maximizes the margin between two classes. Logistic regression (Logit) directly estimates the posteriori
probabilities and trains the weights on the principle of maximum likelihood.

4.4.3. Weighted combination
In meta-classifier combination, the final score for class j is related to not only the outputs for the corresponding class of

base-classifiers, but also outputs for the other class labels (see formula (13)). But in weighted combination, each constituent
classifier has exactly one weight for each class or for sharing for all classes. If we use formula (12) to present the feature vec-
tor, the weighted combination procedure could be expressed by
Oj ¼
XD

k¼1

wkokj ¼ hðx̂Þ ¼
XD

k¼1

wkx̂k�Dþj: ð21Þ
We attempt to find the best weights by minimizing the cost functions, which is similar to the training of linear regression.
We still use SGD to optimize the perceptron, CE, LMS and MCE criteria. However, it should be noted that the derivations of
gradients between the two models are slightly different.
5. Experimental study

In order to fully answer the questions raised in the introduction, we conduct a range of comparative experiments on five
widely-used datasets. According to two schemes of component feature sets, the experiments are divided into two parts: POS-
based and WR-based ensemble. In each of the experiments, the results of individual classifier and three ensemble strategies
are reported, respectively.

5.1. Experimental settings

5.1.1. Datasets
We use five document-level datasets widely used in the field of sentiment classification. The Cornell movie-review cor-

pora,4 introduced in [28], consists of four collections of movie-review documents labeled with respect to their overall sentiment
polarity (positive or negative) or subjective rating (e.g. two and a half stars) and sentences labeled with respect to their subjec-
tivity status (subjective or objective) or polarity. We conduct our experiments on the document-level polarity dataset v2.0 that
contains 1000 positive and 1000 negative processed reviews. The Multi-Domain Sentiment Dataset,5 introduced in [2], contains
://www.cs.cornell.edu/people/pabo/movie-review-data/.
://www.cs.jhu.edu/�mdredze/datasets/sentiment/.

http://www.cs.cornell.edu/people/pabo/movie-review-data/
http://www.cs.jhu.edu/~mdredze/datasets/sentiment/
http://www.cs.jhu.edu/~mdredze/datasets/sentiment/


Table 3
Accuracies (%) of individual classification algorithms on individual POS-based feature sets.

Dataset POS-1 POS-2 POS-3 Joint POS

NB ME SVM NB ME SVM NB ME SVM NB ME SVM

Movie 83.60 80.75 79.05 73.70 72.35 70.10 77.15 77.20 75.70 82.70 86.10 84.85
Book 75.10 69.75 71.85 70.30 67.50 67.15 65.10 64.00 64.65 76.70 78.10 75.60
DVD 76.15 72.75 73.00 68.95 66.85 68.20 68.80 67.80 66.65 78.85 78.95 77.60
Elec 78.55 72.65 75.45 73.80 67.65 69.90 69.15 67.05 66.35 81.75 80.35 78.30
Kitchen 80.10 74.70 78.45 73.85 69.35 70.40 70.05 67.50 66.45 82.40 82.50 82.10
Average 78.70 74.12 75.56 72.12 68.74 69.15 70.05 68.71 67.96 80.48 81.20 79.69
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product reviews taken from Amazon.com from four product types (domains) – Book, DVD, Electronics and Kitchen. Each of these
contains 1000 positive and 1000 negative reviews. All four domains are used in our experiments.

5.1.2. Pre-processing
To get the POS features and dependency relations, pre-processing steps such as word tokenization, POS tagging, and

dependency parsing should be taken. We use the NLTK toolkit6 for word tokenization. MXPOST7 is chosen as the POS tagger
in our experiments. MXPOST is a POS tagger based on maximum entropy which was introduced in [33]. To extract the depen-
dency parsing tree, we chose the tool MSTParser8 – a graph-based dependency parser described in [25]. Training is carried out
on the WSJ part of the Penn Tree Corpus.

5.1.3. Implementation
Each dataset is evenly divided into 5 folds and all the experimental results are obtained with a 5-fold cross validation. In

each loop of cross validation, documents from 4 folds are used as training data and the remaining fold is used as test data.
Performance reported in all of the following tables is in terms of the average classification accuracy.

To produce the training samples for meta-learning, the stacking method [7] is employed. Taking the Movie dataset for
example, in each loop of the 5-fold cross validation, the probabilistic outputs of the test fold are considered as test samples
for meta-leaning; and an inner 4-fold leave-one-out procedure is applied to the training data, where samples in each of the
four fold are trained on the remaining three folds (which can be considered as the validation set) to obtain the probabilistic
outputs which serve as training samples for meta-learning.

5.2. Experiment I – POS-based ensemble

In this section, we report the experimental results of POS-based ensemble. As described in Section 4.2.1, features are di-
vided into three subsets according to the types of POS tags. We first show the results of individual classifiers, and then report
the results of three ensemble strategies, namely ensemble of feature sets, ensemble of classification algorithms and ensem-
ble of both feature sets and classification algorithms, respectively.

5.2.1. Results of individual classifiers
In this part, we give the results of individual classifier. For comparison, we also give the result of joint features, denoted by

Joint POS. In Joint POS tags, we gather features from the three subsets together. Each feature set is classified by three indi-
vidual algorithms (NB, ME and SVM). The results are presented in Table 3.

Firstly, we focus on the comparison on different feature sets. POS-1 consistently performs the best among the three fea-
ture subsets. The performance of POS-2 and POS-3 drops by 5–10% in comparison with POS-1, yet it is still effective to some
extent. This confirms that adjectives and adverbs are the most significant POSs tags related to sentiment; although verbs and
nouns are not as significant as adjectives and adverbs, they still act as important features for sentiment classification.

Secondly, we observe the performance of different classifiers. For simplicity, we focus on the average results of five data-
sets. On individual feature sets (POS-1, POS-2 and POS-3), NB always yields the best performance, but it turns out to be worse
on Joint POS. We conclude that NB seems to work better on feature sets with a smaller size, while, by contrast, ME and SVM
appear to be more effective for high-dimensional feature sets. One possible explanation might be that the conditional inde-
pendency assumption of NB hardly holds when the dimension is high while ME and SVM, as generative models, are better at
representing the complexity of non-independent features.

5.2.2. Ensemble of feature sets
In this part, we investigate ensemble of feature sets. We choose SVM as the base-classifier and then combine the scores of

component feature sets. In Table 4, the results of the ensemble methods described in Section 4.4 are all presented. Note that
6 http://www.nltk.org/.
7 http://www.inf.ed.ac.uk/resources/nlp/local_doc/MXPOST.html
8 http://www.seas.upenn.edu/�strctlrn/MSTParser/MSTParser.html

http://www.nltk.org/
http://www.inf.ed.ac.uk/resources/nlp/local_doc/MXPOST.html
http://www.seas.upenn.edu/~strctlrn/MSTParser/MSTParser.html
http://www.seas.upenn.edu/~strctlrn/MSTParser/MSTParser.html


Table 4
Accuracies (%) of ensemble of POS-based feature sets using SVM as base-classifier.

Dataset Individual feature set Fixed combination Weighted combination Meta-classifier combination

POS-1 POS-2 POS-3 Joint POS Vote Sum AveP MCE Linear regression AveP SVM Logit

LMS CE MCE

Movie 79.05 70.10 75.70 84.85 82.15 85.15 84.90 85.55 84.60 84.95 84.60 85.00 85.40 85.15
Book 71.85 67.15 64.65 75.60 74.40 76.40 76.45 76.75 75.95 76.40 76.20 76.50 76.30 76.70
DVD 73.00 68.20 66.65 77.60 75.30 78.65 79.15 78.85 78.70 78.80 78.50 79.30 78.60 79.10
Elec 75.45 69.90 66.35 78.30 77.20 81.35 80.80 81.05 80.55 80.75 80.55 81.20 81.25 80.90
Kitchen 78.45 70.40 66.45 82.10 79.50 82.95 83.50 83.40 83.10 83.25 83.00 83.30 83.35 83.35
Average 76.70 71.80 69.21 80.01 77.71 80.90 80.96 81.12 80.58 80.83 80.57 81.06 80.98 81.04
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in weighted combination, we find that the CE and LMS criteria do not guarantee the convergence, hence we only show the
results of AveP and MCE. The results of individual feature sets are also listed for comparison.

We place an emphasis on comparison with Joint POS. Except for the voting rule, the performance of all ensemble methods
are better than Joint POS. The poor performance of the voting rule is probably due to the reason that the voting rule does not
benefit from all of the component feature sets. This indicates that using the same classification algorithm; ensemble of fea-
ture sets is generally more effective than joint features.
5.2.3. Ensemble of classification algorithms
In this part, we examine ensemble of classification algorithms. We perform experiments on the Joint POS feature set. The

participant classification algorithms are NB, ME, and SVM. The accuracies of individual classification algorithms and ensem-
ble methods are reported in Table 5.

As shown in the Table 5, almost all the ensemble methods get improvements over individual classifiers. Although on the
Movie dataset, the ensemble methods do not show much superiority (ME works really well in this case) while the improve-
ments on the other four datasets are comparatively higher. Let us review the conclusions in Section 5.2.1: The best individual
classification algorithm is problem-dependent. Thus, an efficient ensemble may leverage distinct strengths and robustly en-
hance the system performance across datasets.
5.2.4. Ensemble of feature sets and classification algorithms
In this part, we consider ensemble of both feature sets and classification algorithms. Table 6 presents the detailed results

of ensemble of both POS-based feature sets and classification algorithms. In order to show the comparative results more
clearly, we give the average accuracies of three ensemble strategies in Table 7.

We first compare the three ensemble strategies (see Table 7). Strategy-3 performs consistently better than Strategy-1 across
all methods and datasets. It is thus concluded that an ensemble of feature sets and classification algorithms together is more
effective than only combining feature sets. Does Strategy-3 still significantly outperform Strategy-2? As we might expect, the
answer is not so clear: Fixed combination is overall inferior to that in Strategy-2. One possible reason is that the voting rule does
not benefit from an ensemble of feature sets (which we have analyzed in Section 5.2.2). Regarding weighted combination and
meta-classifier combination, the situation has improved: Strategy-3 is slightly better overall than Strategy-2.

Secondly, we make some internal comparisons with concrete combination methods (see Table 6, as well as 4 and 5). The
fixed rules give lower accuracies than the trained methods in all three ensemble strategies, where the sum rule is robustly
better than the voting rule. In trained methods, the weighted combination and meta-classifier combination generally show
similar performance. Although the model of weighted combination is simpler (with fewer weights), its performance is not
worse than the latter. When comparing concrete methods, we find that no single one consistently performs the best. Gen-
erally speaking, the AveP-based and MCE-based weighted combination, and the CE-based meta-learning classifier give com-
paratively better results.
Table 5
Accuracies (%) of ensemble of classification algorithms on joint POS features.

Dataset Individual classifiers Fixed combination Weighted combination Meta-classifier combination

NB ME SVM Vote Sum AveP MCE Linear regression AveP Linear SVM Logit

LMS CE MCE

Movie 82.70 86.10 84.85 86.45 86.50 85.90 86.20 86.50 86.6 86.50 86.10 86.10 86.05
Book 76.70 78.10 75.60 78.75 78.95 78.75 79.30 79.40 79.20 79.10 78.95 78.15 79.60
DVD 78.85 78.95 77.60 79.90 80.40 80.65 80.55 80.10 80.85 80.15 80.55 78.90 80.70
Elec 81.75 80.35 78.30 80.80 81.05 82.95 82.35 82.20 82.65 81.90 82.95 81.50 82.55
Kitchen 82.40 82.50 82.10 83.35 83.50 84.50 85.05 84.20 85.00 84.05 84.45 82.75 84.80
Average 80.48 81.20 79.69 81.85 82.08 82.55 82.69 82.48 82.86 82.34 82.60 81.48 82.74



Table 6
Accuracies (%) of ensemble of POS-based feature sets and classification algorithms.

Dataset Individual classifiers on joint POS Fixed combination Weighted combination Meta-classifier combination

NB ME SVM Vote Sum AveP MCE Linear regression AveP Linear SVM Logit

LMS CE MCE

Movie 82.70 86.10 84.85 85.20 86.15 86.80 86.45 86.60 86.85 86.70 86.80 86.45 86.80
Book 76.70 78.10 75.60 77.30 77.65 80.10 78.85 78.70 79.40 78.95 79.50 79.40 79.15
DVD 78.85 78.95 77.60 79.35 80.60 80.40 80.60 80.85 81.15 80.50 80.80 80.35 81.05
Elec 81.75 80.35 78.30 81.05 81.95 83.40 83.05 82.70 83.20 82.70 83.35 82.90 82.95
Kitchen 82.40 82.50 82.10 82.25 82.90 84.90 83.85 84.35 85.00 84.35 84.85 84.80 84.70
Average 80.48 81.20 79.69 81.03 81.85 83.12 82.56 82.64 83.12 82.64 83.06 82.78 82.93

Table 7
Average accuracies (%) of three ensemble strategies.

Dataset Strategy-1: ensemble of feature
sets

Strategy-2: ensemble of classification
algorithms

Strategy-3: ensemble of feature sets and classification
algorithms

Fixed Weighted Meta Fixed Weighted Meta Fixed Weighted Meta

Movie 83.65 85.23 84.95 86.48 86.05 86.31 85.68 86.63 86.70
Book 75.40 76.60 76.34 78.85 79.03 79.07 77.48 79.48 79.18
DVD 76.98 79.00 78.83 80.15 80.60 80.21 79.98 80.50 80.78
Elec 79.28 80.93 80.87 80.93 82.65 82.29 81.50 83.23 82.97
Kitchen 81.23 83.45 83.23 83.43 84.78 84.21 82.59 84.38 84.68
Average 79.31 81.04 80.84 81.97 82.62 82.42 81.44 82.84 82.86
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5.3. Experiment II – WR-based ensemble

In Section 5.2, we have presented the experimental results of POS-based Ensemble. In this section, we report the perfor-
mance of WR-based ensemble. Component feature sets are categorized according to the pattern of word relations: Unigrams,
Bigrams and Dependency relations. As before, the presentation of experimental results is still organized in four parts. We
first report the results of individual classifiers and then give the results of each of three ensemble strategies.
5.3.1. Results of individual classifiers
The accuracies of individual classifiers as well as the results of joint WR features (including unigrams, bigrams, and

dependencies) are reported in Table 8.
Three individual WR feature sets generally show comparable performance and the Joint WR features significantly outper-

form the individual feature sets. It should be noted that the performance of different classification algorithms seems incon-
sistent between different feature sets. Specifically, with unigram and joint WR feature, the performance of discriminative
models (SVM and ME) seems equal to or even better than the generative model (NB); while on Bigrams and Dependencies,
however, the performance of generative model (NB) is far superior. This is in accordance with the results reported by Pang
et al. [30]. We speculate that bigrams and dependency relations cover some of the relevance corresponding to unigram pairs,
which meets the requirement of feature independency assumption of NB.
5.3.2. Ensemble of feature sets
Table 9 shows the performance of an ensemble of WR-based feature sets using SVM as the base-classifier. We also give

the results of the three individual feature sets and the joint feature set for comparison.
Table 8
Accuracies (%) of individual classification algorithms on individual WR-based feature sets.

Dataset Unigrams Bigrams Dependencies Joint WR features

NB ME SVM NB ME SVM NB ME SVM NB ME SVM

Movie 82.95 86.30 84.75 84.95 81.95 83.35 83.90 80.70 81.95 85.80 85.40 86.45
Book 77.60 76.35 74.70 79.45 78.20 76.70 78.65 75.70 75.15 81.20 78.45 77.65
DVD 79.60 79.00 77.20 79.75 77.10 76.35 78.45 75.15 73.75 81.70 80.00 79.45
Elec 81.75 80.25 80.05 83.45 80.90 79.50 80.80 79.00 78.90 84.15 82.95 82.50
Kitchen 82.80 81.45 83.25 86.65 81.85 82.05 84.20 80.70 80.95 87.50 85.35 85.40
Average 80.94 80.67 79.99 82.85 80.00 79.59 81.20 78.25 78.14 84.07 82.43 82.29



Table 9
Accuracies (%) of ensemble of WR-based feature sets using SVM as base-classifier.

Dataset Individual feature set Fixed combination Weighted combination Meta-classifier combination

Uni Bi Dp Joint Vote Sum AveP MCE Linear regression AveP SVM Logit

LMS CE MCE

Movie 84.75 83.35 81.95 86.45 85.90 86.15 87.20 86.65 86.55 87.00 86.65 87.00 87.15 87.25
Book 74.70 76.70 75.15 77.65 77.70 78.15 78.30 78.15 78.30 78.15 78.20 78.35 78.25 78.25
DVD 77.20 76.35 73.75 79.45 79.35 80.45 80.70 81.00 80.80 80.65 80.70 80.90 80.75 80.90
Elec 80.05 79.50 78.90 82.50 82.20 82.90 83.10 83.35 83.25 83.15 83.10 83.15 83.05 83.20
Kitchen 83.25 82.05 80.95 85.40 85.50 85.80 86.10 86.75 85.85 85.90 85.85 86.10 86.10 86.75
Average 79.99 79.59 78.14 82.29 82.13 82.69 83.08 83.18 82.95 82.97 82.90 83.10 83.06 83.27
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Again, we focus on the comparison with Joint features. Most of the ensemble methods can outperform Joint features, but
with limited improvements. The voting rule is even inferior to Joint features. We guess that using one fixed classification
algorithm to combine different types of feature sets may not achieve the best ensemble results since the fixed classification
algorithm does not guarantee compatibility with all the component feature sets. For instance, SVM is not as effective on Bi-
grams and Dependencies as it is on Unigrams.

5.3.3. Ensemble of classification models
Table 10 gives the results of ensemble of classification algorithms. The participant classification algorithms are NB, ME,

and SVM, and each of the component classifiers is trained on the Joint WR features. The accuracies of individual classification
algorithms are also reported for comparison.

As shown in the Table 10, the ensemble methods are more effective compared to individual classification algorithm. But
based on the conclusion in Section 5.3.2, the ensemble result of one fixed classifier combining different component feature
sets is better than one using Joint features. Therefore, we believe such ensemble is non-optimal. We will seek ensemble of
both feature sets and classification algorithms in next section.

5.3.4. Ensemble of feature sets and classification algorithms
Table 11 presents the detailed performance of ensemble of WR-based feature sets and classification algorithms. Similarly,

we give the average accuracies of three ensemble strategies in Table 12.
We first compare three ensemble strategies (Table 12) once again. Strategy-3 still performs significantly better than strat-

egy-1. Slightly different from POS-based ensemble, this time the fixed combination in strategy-3 seems to work better and
the improvements are significant on all five datasets. With regard to the trained methods, they are still more effective except
Table 10
Accuracies (%) of ensemble of classification algorithms on joint word-relation features.

Dataset Individual classifiers Fixed combination Weighted combination Meta-classifier combination

NB ME SVM Vote Sum AveP MCE Linear regression AveP Linear SVM Logit

LMS CE MCE

Movie 85.80 85.40 86.45 87.10 87.40 86.60 87.20 87.20 87.35 87.10 86.75 86.30 87.10
Book 81.20 78.45 77.65 79.60 80.95 82.20 82.80 82.55 82.75 83.00 82.35 81.20 82.75
DVD 81.70 80.00 79.45 80.95 81.15 82.30 82.25 82.10 82.70 81.70 82.40 81.70 82.50
Elec 84.15 82.95 82.50 84.25 84.55 85.30 85.40 85.10 85.00 85.05 85.15 84.10 85.40
Kitchen 87.50 85.35 85.40 86.35 86.90 87.55 87.45 87.60 87.75 87.15 87.75 87.50 87.70
Average 84.07 82.43 82.29 83.65 84.19 84.79 85.02 84.91 85.11 84.80 84.88 84.16 85.09

Table 11
Accuracies (%) of ensemble of WR-based feature sets and classification algorithms.

Dataset Individual classifiers Fixed combination Weighted combination Meta-classifier combination

NB ME SVM Vote Sum AveP MCE Linear regression AveP Linear SVM Logit

LMS CE MCE

Movie 85.80 85.40 86.45 87.15 87.00 87.70 87.85 87.80 88.00 87.45 87.35 87.00 87.65
Book 81.20 78.45 77.65 80.90 81.70 81.80 82.00 82.05 82.60 82.00 82.55 82.65 82.45
DVD 81.70 80.00 79.45 82.65 82.75 83.80 83.05 82.85 83.10 82.75 83.25 82.70 83.40
Elec 84.15 82.95 82.50 84.80 85.50 85.95 85.65 85.55 85.65 85.50 85.50 85.20 86.00
Kitchen 87.50 85.35 85.40 87.80 87.35 88.65 88.25 87.4 87.85 87.30 88.60 87.55 88.55
Average 84.07 82.43 82.29 84.66 84.86 85.58 85.36 85.13 85.44 85.00 85.45 85.02 85.61



Table 12
Average accuracies (%) of three ensemble strategies.

Dataset Strategy-1: ensemble of WR-based
feature sets

Strategy-2: ensemble of classification
algorithms

Strategy-3: ensemble of feature sets and
classification algorithms

Fixed Weighted Meta Fixed Weighted Meta Fixed Weighted Meta

Movie 86.03 86.93 86.93 87.25 86.90 86.97 87.08 87.78 87.54
Book 77.93 78.23 78.25 80.28 82.50 82.43 81.30 81.90 82.38
DVD 79.90 80.85 80.78 81.05 82.28 82.18 82.70 83.43 83.01
Elec 82.55 83.23 83.15 84.40 85.35 84.97 85.15 85.80 85.57
Kitchen 85.65 86.43 86.09 86.63 87.50 87.58 87.58 88.45 87.88
Average 82.41 83.13 83.04 83.92 84.91 84.83 84.76 85.47 85.28
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for the Book dataset (a slight decline). Therefore, it is reasonable to draw the conclusion that combining both feature sets and
classification algorithms together is the most attractive option.

When comparing different combination methods, our conclusions are similar to those about the POS-based ensemble. The
trained methods still yield better accuracies overall than the fixed rules. With regard to fixed rules, the sum rule is usually
better than the voting rule. In trained methods, the average performance of weighted combination and meta-classifier re-
main similar.

Finally, we compare different training methods in weighted combination and meta-learning classifier. Considering Tables
9–11, different ensemble methods generally show similar performance, such that none of them can be selected as the abso-
lute winner. This is in accordance with the conclusions drawn from the POS-based ensemble. Among these methods, the
AveP based weighted combination and the Logit Model perform comparatively better.
6. Discussion

Based on the experimental results, we make in-depth discussion about the three questions raised in the introduction.
Questions (1)–(3) are answered in Sections 6.1,6.2,6.3, respectively. Moreover, the computational cost of our ensemble sys-
tem is discussed in Section 6.4.
6.1. Comparisons with related work

The POS-based ensemble uses unigram words as features. The WR-based ensemble uses bigrams and dependency rela-
tions as extra features in addition to unigrams. Bigrams and dependency features encode the word relation information be-
hind the text, which are helpful to sentiment classification. Therefore, the WR-based ensemble is more effective in its
classification accuracy at the cost of higher computational complexity.

Related work can also be categorized into two groups according to whether features beyond unigrams are used or not. We
take the performance of SVM with unigrams as Baseline 1, and the performance of SVM with Joint WR features as Baseline 2.
Related work and our ensemble methods that (1) only use unigram features, and (2) also use WR features, are compared with
Baseline 1 and Baseline 2, respectively. The performance of both baselines and our best ensemble results (AveP-based
weighted combination) are reported in Table 13.

Riloff et al. [34] propose a hierarchy structure to extract subjective nouns based on POS information. Their method im-
proves upon Baseline 1 by an average of 1.4%. Compared with their approach, our POS-based ensemble outperforms Baseline
1 by 3.31%. Moreover, bigram features are used in their approach while we only use unigrams. In the literature [20], uni-
grams with different POS tags are trained on SVM, and then base-classifiers are selected and combined using several fixed
combination rules. The sum rule yields the best performance and outperforms Baseline 1 by 2.54% on the Movie dataset V1.0.
In fact, we have carried out similar experiments in Section 5.2.2 (Table 4); the average performance of only combining fea-
ture sets is not that high, only outperforming Baseline 1 by average 0.91% (79.99% vs. 80.90%). We update their approach in
Table 13
Average accuracies (%) of baseline systems and ensemble systems.

Dataset Baseline 1: unigrams POS-based ensemble Baseline 2: joint WR WR-based ensemble

Movie 84.75 86.80 86.45 87.70
Book 74.70 80.10 77.65 81.80
DVD 77.20 80.40 79.45 83.80
Elec 80.05 83.40 82.50 85.95
Kitchen 83.25 84.90 85.40 88.65
Average 79.99 83.12 82.29 85.58

Baseline 1 and 2 are the performance of SVM classifier on Unigram features and Joint WR features, respectively; as for ensemble methods, we report the
performance of AveP-based weighted combination.
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two ways: (1) creating an ensemble which combines classification algorithms as well as feature sets; (2) using trained com-
bination methods, and finally achieve results in a 3.13% better performance (79.99% vs. 83.12%).

In most of the related work utilizing WR features, they were used as extra features in addition to unigrams. For example,
Gamon [10] extracts an additional set of linguistic features (dependency relations) from phrase structure trees. But the single
linguistic feature set performs poorly when compared to traditional features. Use of joint features (including dependency
relation features and n-gram features) yields significant improvements in performance when compared with using only
word n-gram features. In the literature [15], Joshi and Penstein-Rosé try to extract more generalized dependency features
(by backing off one word in a relation feature to its POS tag) as extra features in addition to simple unigrams. Adding these
joint features improves performance by 2.7% on their dataset. In our own experiments, the joint WR features (Baseline 2)
outperform simple unigrams (Baseline 1) by 2.3%, which is similar to their results. With regard to the ensemble method, per-
formance is more attractive than that of Joint features. Seen from Table 13, the WR-based ensemble (AveP-based weighted
combination) yields an average accuracy of 85.58%, improving upon Baseline 2 by 3.29%.
6.2. Regarding the effectiveness of ensemble for sentiment classification

We now answer the second question. We first analyze the three ensemble strategies and then discuss in depth why the
proposed ensemble method is effective when applied to sentiment classification. Regarding the effectiveness of three ensem-
ble strategies, conclusions are drawn as follows:

	 The performance of ensemble of feature sets using a single classification algorithm is generally better than that on joint
features, with the exception of the voting rule. The voting rule works poorly since it cannot easily benefit from all com-
ponent sets.
	 Ensemble of classification algorithms on the same feature set perform robustly better than any individual classifier. All

the ensemble methods yield better results, where the trained rules are still superior to the fixed rules.
	 Ensemble of both feature sets and classification algorithms are the most effective when compared to the above two strat-

egies. With our designed feature sets, ensemble of both is optimal compared to ensemble of either.

Generally, an ensemble usually benefits more from leveraging the distinct strengths of imbalanced subsets. Therefore, it is
crucial how to design the imbalanced subsets before applying an ensemble technique. Taking the WR-based feature sets as
an example, we give some explanations why they are effective in sentiment classification.

Different types of features have distinct distributions, and therefore would probably vary in performance with different
machine learning algorithms. The generative model is optimal only if the distribution is well estimated; otherwise the per-
formance will lag significantly. For example, NB performs poorly if the feature independence assumption does not hold. On
the contrary, a discriminative model such as SVM is better at representing the complexity of relevant features. We concluded
in Section 5.3.1 that ME/SVM performs significantly better than NB with unigram features while the outcome is the reversed
with bigram features. One possible explanation is that the relevance between unigrams is higher than between bigrams
(because bigrams themselves cover some of the relevance corresponding to unigram pairs).

In traditional classification algorithms, such as a linear classifier, the weights are assigned to each individual feature.
These weights embody the importance of each feature to classification but are less useful in reflecting the differences be-
tween feature sets. In this case, ensemble technique is quite useful for leveraging the trade-off between component classi-
fiers with different feature sets. The weights assigned to each component are learned automatically via machine learning
techniques and represent the relevance of corresponding components to sentiment classification.
6.3. Regarding the winner among different ensemble methods

In this part, we answer the third question. Regarding the three kinds of ensemble methods, our conclusion is drawn as
follows:

	 Among the three kinds of ensemble methods (fixed rules, weighted combination and meta-classifiers), the weighted com-
bination is the most attractive.
	 The fixed rules give lower accuracies overall than the trained methods. Nevertheless, the sum rule can still be regarded as

a low-cost yet effective approach (no need to estimate component weights).
	 In trained methods, weighted combination shows a slight superiority when compared to meta-classifiers. Considering

that there are also fewer parameters to tune in a weighted combination model, we would further recommend it over
other models.
	 Regarding the evaluated training methods in a trained combination, they generally yield similar performance and none

has been proven to consistently outperform the others. The AveP-based weight combination is preferred since its overall
performance is better and its computational cost is less than most of the others (no need to apply sigmoid function when
perform SGD optimization).



Table 14
Execution time of training base-classifiers and traditional classifiers on movie dataset.

Classification algorithm Unigrams (s) Bigrams (s) Dependency features (s) Joint features (s)

NB 15 435 498 1020
ME 19 305 350 797
SVM 67 408 452 994
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6.4. Regarding the computational complexity of ensemble system

Generally, one possible weakness of ensemble system is its higher computational cost when compared to a single classier
system. However, in our ensemble method, the base-classifiers are trained on component feature sets rather than the entire
feature set. Therefore, in this way, the increase of computational cost is not as great as the traditional ensemble methods
such as bagging and boosting.

Taking the WR-based ensemble for example, we report the average execution time of training each of three classification
models on three component feature sets (nine base-classifiers) as well as the set of the joint features (a traditional classifier)
in Table 14. We can see from Table 14 that the computational cost of training is almost proportional to the dimension of the
feature vectors. That is, the sum of the training time with all separate component feature sets is roughly equal to (or even less
than) the training time with a set of joint features. We also conclude that, the computation cost of ensemble of both feature
sets and classification algorithms (Ensemble Strategy-3) is also less than ensemble of classification algorithms (Ensemble
Strategy-2) with joint features. Therefore, ensemble Strategy-3 is superior to Strategy-2 from the prospects of both classifi-
cation accuracy and computational efficiency.

Note that in the trained combination, the computational cost is further increased. This is especially true when generating
training samples for meta-learning as a 4-fold leave-one-out procedure is applied. Fortunately, the increase is linear. If we
only use one validation set instead of the 4-fold stacking procedure, the cost could be reduced. Besides, there is also a com-
putational cost associated with training weights for meta-learning. But the cost of training weights is still low because the
dimension of the feature vector used for meta-learning is quite small (9 � 2 = 18).

Overall, the ensemble model does increase the computational cost, but the increase is entirely acceptable. Furthermore,
the training and testing of base-classifiers could be conducted in parallel. Therefore, the total execution time (especially the
testing time) would not be significantly higher than traditional methods.
7. Conclusions and future work

The aim of this paper is to evaluate ensemble technique for sentiment classification. In order to make this an extensive
study, we consider two schemes of feature sets, three types of ensemble techniques, and three ensemble strategies to con-
duct a range of comparative experiments on five widely-used datasets, with the emphasis on the evaluation of effects of
three ensemble strategies and comparisons of different ensemble methods. Experimental results demonstrate that using
ensemble technique is an effective way to combine different feature sets and classification algorithms for better classifica-
tion performance.

In this paper, we take advantage of ensemble frameworks for integrating different feature sets and classification algo-
rithms to boost the overall performance. We are also interested in pursuing hybrid generative/discriminative models that
are suitable for sentiment classification. In the literature [26], NB and ME were formulized as a generative/discriminative
pair. Following literature had done some work on the hybrid NB/ME model for the tasks of text classification [9,32], this
may be a promising direction for future research. Furthermore, we note that syntactic relations are significant features
for sentiment classification, but it brings the additional problem of high computation complexity. In fact, we have proposed
an ensemble model to integrate generalized WR features and a fast feature selection method for the WR features [41] to ad-
dress this problem. We believe feature selection for syntactic relations may also be an important issue worthy of study in
future work.
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